


Scan 28 Lore of the Newgonian

    Of all creatures found throughout the CORE Realms; Newgonian are of 
the superior minds. Being the descendants from the Ancient Gonian 
Empire, Newgonian were created in their image (hence the name). At the 
start of the Great Divide in Votonic, a powerful being known as Cerebral 
saw matter on a molecular level. He knew something far deeper than any 
creature that had come before; which came the birth of an infinite space 
he called the Quantumo. 
    The space was so infinite that everything existed inside and outside; it is 
formally referred to as the Quantum Realm. Therefore, in his creation of 
the Newgonian, he formulated a piece of their cerebral membrane to have 
a deep connection with this realm. 

“Little green men with big heads? No, they are something more. 
They see into our minds. They can manipulate their surroundings. 
They are connected to something greater, a vertigate! Newgonians 
may be small, but they are mentally superior in so many ways…” ~ 
Regiin Inte

     With the creation of Newgonians, they found themselves becoming 
outnumbered by a Prime race known as Svor. Therefore, those who 
supported the ways of the Svor changed their values while those who were 
against the Svor sought refuge in other star-systems. 
    Kargareth: The Kargareth are the Newgons that followed the Svor in 
their conquest. They tend to be larger than their Revaltic counterparts and 
have a deeper connection with the minds of other creatures. Living to be 
approximately 800 cycles, the Kargareth are what your Earth’s society calls 
the Grays. 
    Revaltic: The Revaltic are the Newgons that fully embraced the 
Quantum Force in the hopes of gaining enough power to fend off large 
threats against them. In doing so, the Revaltic gained kinetic abilities, 
being the first creatures to possess such raw power at birth. Living to be 
approximately 1,200 cycles, the Revaltic are generally found as 
Gatekeepers to the Quantum Forces. 

    As a Newgonian, you can either telepathically speak to any sentient 
creature or possess the great power of kinetics and unleash it against your 
foes! Just remember that your Father is always watching… 
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Scan 29  Newgonian Racial Benefits 

Newgonian (All Subraces):
Attribute Bonus: All Newgonian receive a +3 in Intellect and a -1 in 
Strength.
Knowledge: All Newgonian receive a unique knowledge called 
Probe (Intellect), allowing them to probe the minds of races other 
than Newgonian. See Scan 210 for more information on the Probe 
(Int) Knowledge. 
Languages: All Newgonian speak and comprehend Simple and one 
other language of choice. 
Physique: Range 3 Walking Movement | Medium Body Type. 

Kargareth:
Attribute Bonus: All Kargareth receive a +1 in Agility.
Benefit: As a Kargareth, you gain the Telepathy (Feat) without 
using a SFA slot or spending CP. This Feat ranks up with your Racial 
Rank so you do not have to spend any CP on it.
Talent: All Kargareth receive talent in three of the following: 
Computers (Intellect), Deception (Charm), Mechanics (Intellect), 
Navigation (Intellect), Stealth (Agility).

Revaltic: 
Attribute Bonus: All Revaltic receive a +1 in Will.
Benefit: As a Revaltic, you gain the Kinetic State (Feat) without 
using a SFA slot or spending CP. This Feat ranks up with your Racial 
Rank so you do not have to spend any CP on it.
Talent: All Revaltic receive talent in three of the following: 
Computers (Intellect), Discipline (Will), Influence (Charm), 
Mechanics (Intellect), Medicine (Intellect), Perception (Will).

    All Newgonian have the Gift of Cerebral within them that allow for them 
to fight off a kinetic rush. Upon reaching Racial Rank 3 all Newgonians gain 
Resistance to the Rushed Effect and Immunity once reaching Rank 5. 
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